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About This Game

Dungeon of Zolthan is a casual, arcade-style metroidvania platformer where your goal is to defeat Zolthan; a powerful mage that
lives inside the dungeon.

Using an array of powerups and your own wit and guile, guide your character through Zolthan's Dungeon! Dodge obstacles and
projectiles, solve puzzles, and lay waste to your foes on your way to the final confrontation!

Features:

Good old-fashioned retro CHALLENGE!

Classic, time-tested platformer mechanics!

Metroidvania explorative elements

Puzzles

6 Powerups

40 Dungeon 'rooms'
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4 Bosses
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Great game! Highly addictive. Got killed by a floating eye without being able to do anything. I'm coming back for you son of a
*****!!. The variety in the way the different factions play makes this my favorite 4X game. Plus it's friggin beautiful.. Had a
great time with this game. Turns out that making ice cream in space and selling it to odd-looking (even more oddly-talking)
aliens is really fun! The physics in the game are good. Somehow watching your ice cream float away into outer space is both
funny and sad. I also liked the sounds, just exactly what I imagine I'd hear on a spaceship for ice cream production.
The campaign mode where you unlock different ingredients is definitely my favourite. I didn\u2019t play the endless mode
much, but I will play it more once I unlocked all the ingredients.
Overall, Rosebaker's Icy Treats is a really cool experience that gets better as you progress! Big thumbs up to the developers. One
thing though, make sure you have ice cream in your fridge when playing this game 'cause you'll want to eat some. Seriously, the
ice cream in the game looks super tasty.. Buggy and too complex.. It seems like the physics are not good. The basketball seemed
to always use the same path even when I tried to slightly change my throw. The balls rebounds weirdly in the arcade games.
Sometimes, the golf ball travels like it weighted a ton by rolling slowly and endlessly, other times it flies high like if I used an
iron.

At the end of the mini-golf game (9 holes), I didn't know if there was something else to do (another hidden 9-holes? what about
the big boat?). You have to get back to the center by "walking" the whole 9 holes back.

If you really want something cheap to initiate you with VR, download Rec Room which is soo much fun, and FREE.. Right now
I can't recommend this game..the main thing I noticed was the graphics it's very blurry it is definetly in need of some in game
graphics options...some damage would be good also when you shoot the zombies...the locomotion needs to be a bit faster..I think
the game could be good with a few fixes and updates...I won't refund at this time because I would like to see where this game
goes... Clunky awkward interface. Cheap knockoff of Kingdom rush.. I won't review this amazing game.
I just want to say the game is so much better under Neople's management.
I just love coming back to it.. The game is fantastic. Absolutely. I want to get that across first. However, as this is a review, it is
important to say that there are some faults.
Long and short, the combat is actually quite engaging as long as you put in the effort to learn on your own. This requires a
YouTube education. While it is a shame you have to go to outside to learn about a core game mechanic in its entirety, the
mechanic works and works well once you have learned it. I would highly recommend keeping all units in stand ground stance
starting out, it will give you more control and NOT PREVENT YOUR UNITS FROM EXECUTING MOVEMENT ORDERS.
This is a good thing, as they only move WHEN YOU TELL THEM. Liberal use of the CTRL key to queue orders is an absolute
necessity (I thought it would be SHIFT too). Learning early the ALT key will move units into a tile that WILL become
unoccupied during the turn is also essential given correct interpretation of initiative order. Unfortunately, this is poorly
explained in the game, but explained in great detail in YouTube learning videos.
Given the huge bonuses for high ground, forest tiles and morale, maneuvering for optimal position is both interesting and
engaging. Poor planning on direction of attack, fielding and moving units will really put you on the back foot during a battle, as
well it should. That is part of the reason I love the game. Terrain and planning really make the difference. Maximizing bonuses
through positioning can swing a battle your way against a truly superior foe (unless it is an Urkan, Urkan dont care about your
silly forest bonus).
All other aspects of the game are solid and familiar. The economic machinations have been tempered in the fire of endless
space. Diplomacy does what it should (although to be fair, I have never been impressed by diplomacy in any game of this genre,
ever). I am not a fan of the political party system from ES2 and it is notably absent here.
As a final note: I love the game. Its great loss of appeal for many is the learning curve. As I sit on the other side of that curve I
can safely say this game is, without a doubt, worth the effort.
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I don't really know what I was expecting when I bought this game. Graphically, it is lovely and the small bird is endearing, which
is of course why I was compelled to purchase this game. I do not feel, however, that this game is value for money. It is very
short and the puzzles are quite simplistic, not suitable for portal veterans in the slightest. I also found them to be very repetitive.
It is very much created for tinkering with using VR. If you plan to purchase it for mouse and keyboard - don't.. boring beat in 30
minutes very easy not worth it. I freaking ADORE this game. I almost wrote it off at first because I was iffy on the art style, but
once I was actually in the game, reading it and viewing it all? It grew to be a style, and game, I loved EXTREMELY fast.

The level of lore and the world building, the way people fit in and the, I guess ways the world works on it all are pretty darn well
thought out, too.
The MC, Nora, is opinionated and can sass with the best of them, and overall the choices and answers feel pretty intuitive, and
sometimes, though not always, the way the music changes can be an indicator towards the way the answer affected things. Of
course sometimes Nora'll frustrate with her stubbornness, but I like it all the same. It shows that even if I can guide stuff, she's
no blank slate, and the way we see her thoughts and expression changes just add these amazing touches that make her feel all the
more real, with a full on personality.

The love interests are also pretty unique themselves, and I've overall had a tough time deciding which is my favorite and waffled
on it for ages. They're all about as well written as Nora, and they all get varying levels of her sweetness, stubbornness, and sass
among other things. I also love that each route you get to see differing shades of what is going on around Samhain and different
aspects of the community and side characters\/antagonists, but sometimes you'll read a quip that has to do with what was more
the focus of a differing route, it's a nice little "I understood that reference!" kinda thing.

The only real downside I can think of is, though the music is overall great, some of the more happy\/chipper songs, if you get
stuck on a longer scene or real life happens and you leave it going can end up a little extra grating, BUT that's the same for most
any otome I've played, and this one also has a song, "Fae Creatures on the Rise" that no matter how often I hear it never gets old
or annoying.

Overall this game is AMAZING, and for the length, lore, characters and price? It is TOTALLY worth it. I have played a LOT
of otome\/OELVNs and this one DEFINITELY shot up to in my top 5, exact position changing depending on my mood\/what
I'm looking for at the time. It even has a bad end I adore, among the great romance and even friendship ends, and it was nice
seeing a game where you could usually(at least for me) tell the chemistry between the LIs and Nora, and how depending on
route changed what happened during the time period\/what the focus was on.

If you're on the fence about it, I definitely suggest playing it. This is one of those otome I keep talking on and suggesting to
friends and even replaying though I've 100%ed it. It's just that fun, and to see what tidbits I missed\/forgot about.

Oh, and Elliot is the sweetest cinnamon roll\/nugget there is. He ended up my top fav. xD Though the other 5 are all still great..
One of the best FPS from the 90's besides DOOM, but with another great axxkicking original soundtrack! - Would I
recommend this to anyone? Hell Yeah! WTF not?!. Like past versions of this game I purchased and soon as it came out and it
has not disapointed!

The new camera angles add a whole new dimention to the game as well as the addition of the SA and NZ domestic season!

I would say this is the best version of the game and although you could say not a huge amount has changed it proves that little
changes go a long way

Would recommend this game 100%!. Very nice game. Only wish there was an ingame menu to change the graphics.
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